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This 180' pedestrian bridge in California includes two 60-ft. clear span sections, and employs a radiased rail
system in order to minimize environmental impact.

28' x 150' four-span, vehicular girder bridge with simulated bowstring truss in North Carolina.

12' x 60' side girder pedestrian bridge with radiased boardwalk.
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A 10' x 285' parallel chord truss covered bridge with a roof designed to withstand a 430 psf snow load.

At 16' x 475', this award-winning, cable-stayed bridge in Japan is the longest clear-span timber vehicular bridge
in the world.

This modern day example of a covered bridge in Rhode Island offers an adjacent fishing pier. A decorative arch
was used to enhance aesthetics.
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Left: The capabilities of glulam allowed a double-radiased girder that was requested to match an existing structure.
Center: A tipped arch adds to the distinctive styling of this pedestrian bridge in Maine.
Right: This bridge was commissioned by the Forest Service to span a small river in Oregon.

This 24' x 36' vehicular girder bridge is designed to carry a load of 72,000 lbs (HS-20), and includes a decorative
rail.

A 10' x 136' bowstring truss pedestrian bridge, assembled on-site and installed using a crane.

The 8' x 106' timber suspension bridge at The Oregon Zoo enhances the natural setting.

One of the longest timber bridge spans in the United States, this structure in California measures 12' x 410'.

This 6' x 11' pedestrian bridge requires no preservative treatment since Port Orford Cedar is a decay-resistant species.

A 7' x 100' arch-under bridge in Washington was assembled at Western Wood Structures, then shipped to the
site, where a crane was employed to facilitate the installation. (See cover photo for completed bridge).
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Due to its complex geometry, this 18' x 390' under-deck arch bridge was designed using 3D modeling technology.
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